
Create this yearly journal and 
keepsake holder with a photo 
box, cardstock, index cards 
and our Mermaid Dreams™ 

papercrafting kit.

Papercrafting kits 
are packed with 

coordinated paper, 
embellishments and 

DIY potential.



MERMAID DREAMS

Tip: Use foam 
adhesive to add 
some dimension.

Each papercrafting kit—with its 
12 x 12" paper, alpha stickers and 
other goodies—offers something 
special. Our favorite part of this one? 
All the lovely gold foiling.

MER-MAIL
One papercrafting kit goes a long 
way when it comes to cards. Just pair 
coordinating cardstock with pieces of 
the kit’s patterned papers, die cuts and 
gemstones. Then complement your 
designs with stamps and shell stickers.
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MAKE A SPLASH

BOLD FOLDS

Fairy tales meet mermaid tails 

with these giftable bookmark beauts. 

Simply layer paper-punched cardstock 

(circular and scalloped) with die-

cut tails and alpha stickers from our 

Mermaid Dreams™ kit. Then tie on 

a seaworthy charm (also in Paper 

Crafts) using jute twine.

For a new take on the mini book, 

try this: Cut two strips of cardstock 

(4½ x 12") and adhere them end 

to end, overlapping ½". Then score 

the cardstock every 4½ inches and 

accordion fold. Complete your book 

with kit supplies, other finds from 

Paper Crafts and your fave photos.
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Even with each papercrafting kit’s 

unique color scheme (like our Tropical 

kit’s sun-bleached hues!), it’s a cinch 

to coordinate cardstock thanks to the 

dozens of single-sheet colors available 

in our Paper Crafts Department.

TROPICAL PARADISE
No need to choose between cardmaking or 

scrapbooking—there’s plenty of paper kit to 

go around! What we’re loving: flat cardstock 

stickers backed with foam dots and a small 

pocket filled with vacay sand, paper and tiny 

embellishments (sealed with a scrapbooking 

heat tool).   

MORE TO EXPLORE



SUN-THING SPECIAL
Leave no doubt as to what’s in this 8 x 8" album. Use strips of paper from the Tropical 

papercrafting kit, jute twine and ocean charms for the side wrapping. Then add alpha stickers 

to a piece of patterned paper and place it inside the front frame. Easy as that!
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MEMORIES MADE
Try incorporating these little tricks into your next travel journal (or scrapbook or card!): Circle 

punch parts of cardstock stickers and layer them with foam dots over paperclips. Rip away 

paper from bottom of matted photo (instead of trimming it straight). And fussy cut flowers 

from patterned paper for layerable detail.  
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OCEAN VIEWS
Here are two ideas for making waves with 

your next layout: 1. Create a porthole-

esque look by cutting a large circle out 

of 12 x 12" paper and layering elements 

behind it. 2. Use a computer-printed 

phrase as a template to cut a cardstock 

frame (“LOVE”) that can be filled with 

paper and photos.    

THINK INK
It’s only right that our stamped-

octopus card would involve some 

inking. We cut small strips of paper 

from our Tropical kit and used an ink 

pad to distress the edges. Then we 

layered them from the bottom of the 

card up for a flowy, dimensional finish 

fit for an ocean king.
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PICTURE PERFECT

Here’s our photo frame how-to: 

Cut cardstock-backed patterned 

paper to 4 x 3½" with a 3¼ x 3" 

window. Attach photo to back, 

embellish, and hang on baker’s 

twine with mini clothespins. 

Tip: Make and fill frames all at once 

or reserve some for when more 

adventures unfold.

HELLO, LOVELY
The self-adhesive gemstones and dimensional 

stickers in our Hello, Lovely collection will 

undoubtedly make any project a standout. But if 

you want even more of a pop, you’ll find easy-

to-coordinate ephemera, charms and washi tape 

throughout the Paper Crafts Department.
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PLAN ON IT TAKE A BOOK
Stroll through our Crafts Department 

and you’ll find unexpected covers for 

a binder-ring mini scrapbook: laser cut 

frames! We painted ours pink to match 

the Hello, Lovely papercrafting kit that 

we used to complete each chipboard 

page of our book.

Cover your planner in personality! For a 4 ¼"-wide 

Agenda 52® monthly journal insert, double up 

9 x 12" cardstock pieces and score them 5" from 

one edge (middle) and 2" from the other (flap). 

Then embellish with all sorts of paper, stickers, 

gemstones and trim. Finishing touch: Add an 

eyelet and twine to the flap so you can wrap 

everything up tight.
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STORAGE STYLE
A paper holder should look the part, so we decorated this one with Hello, Lovely paper, a tiny 

banner (with glittered, dimensional alpha stickers) and DIY’d medallions. Medallion How-To: 

Cut and accordion fold a thin strip of paper, fan it into a circle, overlap the ends, and glue.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


